


May 7th Unwind was Futures-driven (% over Cash notional):

This likely confirms both my key risks highlighted Sunday 
night after the Trump Tariff tweet: that 
1) profit-taking / de-risking from the massive Asset 

Manager “Long” in US Eq futs and 

2)the heightened likelihood of CTA deleveraging through “sell 
triggers” on the gap lower were most likely responsible for 
Tuesday’s selloff;

To show this, we measured the US Eq Futures notional 
volume traded (combined SPX, NDX, RTY) vs the Cash 
notional volume at 1.32 x’s ( a 3 z-score move when looking 
at the ratio):
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Futures positioning Asset Mgr “Long” in US Eq (chart and table):
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Current CTA model for SPX position / spot level across lookback periods:
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CTA future deleveraging indications with drop-offs—forward look-ahead of trigger levels:

SPX—

NDX—

RTY—
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SPX/ SPY Consolidated and QQQ Gamma / Delta at Extremes ( %iles from high to low change):
At highs last week--
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After May 7th—
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Where SPX / SPY Consolidated Gamma “flipped” on May 7th:
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Where QQQ Gamma “flipped” on May 7th:
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Current VIX Futures Curve—the prior calm and current inversion on systematic ‘short vol’ unwind:
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VVIX / VIX ratio 3d move the 2nd largest since Feb 5th 2018 “Leveraged Short VIX ETN Extinction Event” 
(only behind the “Mnuchin Massacre” on Christmas Eve 2018):
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Vol is either “too high” or the S&P should be a lot lower

VVIX still at 105, upside skew at 3% / downside skew at 81st %ile / ratio of 25d put and 25d call skew 91st %ile

Per the previous two year lookback as “standard,” yesterday’s SPX performance “should have” seen VIX close at 15.95—but instead, it closed 
at 19.32 (and +47.3% WoW), which captures the relative extremes of the “short vol” unwind which behind the VIX futures curve inversion
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“Buyside Embrace of Economic Pessimism / Slow-Flation”—Hedge Fund L/S “Beta to SPX” (at 0th %ile since 
2003!), HF L/S “Beta to Beta” (1st %ile) and Mutual Fund “Beta to Beta” (15th %ile):
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Risk Parity Global DM Bond “Long” reiterates max “Slow-Flation” buy-in:
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Risk Parity US Eq Exposure as further confirmation:
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CTA Bond / Rates “Long”:
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YTD Fund Flows Eq vs Bond:
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Curve levels as they attempt to break-out (5s30s, 2s30s, 2s10s):
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